Green Pearls® is growing with 3 stunning new partners
Regional food, authentic experiences and selfness

Darmstadt, 11 August 2016. Green Pearls® hotels all have different approaches being eco-friendly. There is a big diversity of green initiatives such as local and organic food, authentic experiences, a mindful selfness philosophy and environmental protection, which are all important factors for a sustainable hotel.

Our three new partners near Lake Constance, in Morocco and in the Black Forest show once more, how green travel is as unique as the person himself.

Lake Constance nature meets 100% bio

Nature lovers and organic gourmets rejoice! Biohotel Mohren focuses 100% on bio quality, because for host Jürgen Waizenegger "A little bit of bio“ wouldn’t be enough - for him, it would be inconsistent. Thereby, many products come from the hotel’s own farming: bio beef from Aberdeen Angus breed, a herb and vegetable cultivation, grain farming and 100 fruit trees are all part of the sustainable concept. Other ingredients are sourced from a large network of regional organic providers.

Combined with a familiar atmosphere in the picturesque Lake Constance region, Biohotel Mohren offers guests
the feeling of being at home. A modern sauna area with bio sauna, mountain hut sauna and rock showers among other wellness offerings round off the ultimate feel-good vacation.

---

**Traditional Morocco**

Travelers seeking a true authentic Moroccan experience will find that and more at [Kasbah du Toubkal](#). The Berber hospitality center is located at 1820 meters altitude and therefore offers breathtaking panorama mountain views.

The lodge is run by local Berbers, a traditional Moroccan community, in an effort to benefit both visitors and local people. Cultural heritage is preserved, the Imlil valley protected and guests get an unique chance to learn more about the simple lifestyle of the Berbers.

Right by Toubkal National Park, visitors can take on their next trekking adventure, ride through the High Atlas Mountains by bike or discover colorful Marrakech nearby. Nature and traditions are seamlessly combined.

---

**Selfness in the Black Forest**
In a fast-paced world, finding back to oneself becomes more and more difficult. For all those longing for a proper time-out, Hotel Lamm Mitteltal is the ideal getaway. The selfness hotel right in the middle of the impressive Black Forest has made it their goal to bring full relaxation to its guests.

Combining exceptional nature in the surrounding area with various wellness options, host family Klumpp/Holl bring guests back in touch with their inner self.

A highlight is their traditional Black Forest Bathhouse, where a rustic tub bath will wash away any level of stress. Together with their natural treatments in accordance with the Rosen method, guests leave the cozy hotel fully regenerated.

The German Green Pearls GmbH with place of business in Darmstadt, Germany unifies international tourism companies that support environmental protection and demonstrate social commitment. Thereby, Green Pearls is the first holding company worldwide that consolidates sustainable hotels, a destination and restaurants in a global data source.

Among the criteria of admission to Green Pearls, are a sustainability plan on management level, sustainable architecture, comprehensive water, energy saving and waste recovery measures, the use of seasonal and regional ingredients in the kitchen, as well as a large commitment for the social balance in each of the vacation regions.
Green Pearls visit www.greenpearls.com, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest or the Green Pearls Blog.
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